Despite the advances in single-image super resolution using deep convolutional networks, the main problem remains unsolved: recovering fine texture details. Recent works in super resolution aim at modifying the training of neural networks to enable the recovery of these details. Among the different method proposed, wavelet decomposition are used as inputs to super resolution networks to provide structural information about the image. Residual connections may also link different network layers to help propagate high frequencies. We review and compare the usage of wavelets and residuals in training super resolution neural networks. We show that residual connections are key in improving the performance of deep super resolution networks. We also show that there is no statistically significant performance difference between spatial and wavelet inputs. Finally, we propose a new super resolution architecture that saves memory costs while still using residual connections, and performing comparably to the current state of the art.
Introduction
Single-image super resolution is the process of obtaining a high-resolution (HR) image from a low-resolution (LR) sample. Super resolution has been used in many machine vision and image processing applications such as medical imaging [1] , remote sensing [2] , satellite imaging [3] , etc. Super resolution is an inverse problem involving the recovery of missing high frequency content from LR images. It is an ill-posed problem since there are multiple reconstructions that could lead to the same low-resolution observation.
Some conventional super resolution methods utilize aliased low-resolution images to reconstruct high-resolution results [4] . The wavelet representation of an image allows the exploitation of both aliasing information and the self-similarities between local neighboring regions. Multiple algorithms leveraged this property to construct super resolved images based on wavelet decompositions [5, 6] . More recently, convolutional neural networks (CNN) have shown superior performance in many image restoration tasks. CNN-based super resolution methods were introduced in [7, 8] to model a mapping from LR patches to HR patches in the spatial domain.
Among deep learning methods, residual learning techniques detain the state-of-the-art performance in multiple image restoration problems [9, 10] . The residual mapping corresponding to the degradation model is easier to learn than the natural image mani- * Both authors contribute equally to this work.
fold. Residual networks thus increase the accuracy and reduce the training time of image restoration neural networks, particularly super resolution networks. However, residual connections force all feature maps in the network to be as large as the input, thus inducing large memory and computational costs on the network.
Other deep learning techniques [11, 12] , inspired by the original use of wavelets for super resolution, build networks to predict HR wavelet decompositions from their corresponding LR signals. They state that using wavelets as inputs to neural networks promotes sparsity in the intermediate representations and provides more structural information about the image. Therefore, the claim is that wavelet inputs help deep network architectures reconstruct better HR results with less artifacts.
We investigate the impact of both residual learning and wavelet decompositions on the performance of super resolution networks in order to understand how they can improve the results. We hypothesize that the residual learning has a much larger effect on the results than the wavelet-domain learning. We build a setup to compare the same architecture trained with variations of residual connections and spatial and wavelet inputs. We show that wavelet representations do not lead to any significant performance improvement in super resolution networks. However, wavelet input is half the size of spatial input, so they reduce the memory requirements of the network at inference, as they require smaller intermediate feature maps.
Finally, we show that the residual connections are the main factor in improving the performance of super resolution networks. However, they require intermediate feature maps to have the same size as the input, thus demanding large memory at inference. We propose an architecture that benefits from the residual connections' ability to propagate high frequencies without forcing all the feature maps in the network to remain as large as the input. We base our model on PixelShuffle [13] (PS), an upsampling method that takes N LR channels and outputs 1 HR channel. We build residual blocks that downsample their inputs using convolutions before upsampling them with PS, achieving residual connections with smaller intermediate feature maps. Using this new module, we propose a new architecture that takes advantage of residual connections without suffering from the memory costs typically incurred by the conventional connection model. some methods [14, 15] , residual learning is used to link the input image to the output layer, enabling the network to learn the degradation model, which is simpler than the natural images model. In [15, 16] , residual blocks were proposed to propagate the high frequency details through deep neural network architectures.
Recently, neural networks have been proposed that learn to super resolve the wavelet decompositions of an image instead of its spatial form. Works such as [11] apply it for general image super resolution while [12] specifically applies for super resolving faces. Wavelet methods allow the networks to have sparser intermediate representations and help recovering details at different levels, thus claiming to achieve better super resolved images.
Residuals and Wavelets
Our goal is to compare multiple techniques used in super resolution neural networks. In order to obtain a fair comparison, we set up a single network architecture with eight different variations. The versions are based on combinations of three parameters. The first parameter controls whether the network obtains a spatial S or wavelet W representation of an image as input. The second parameter controls whether the network is trained using a residual connection R L from the input image to the output or not (denoted by ¬R L ). Finally, the third parameter controls whether the network contains residual blocks R B or regular convolutional blocks (denoted by ¬R B ). The notation of a network configuration is a triplet indicating which techniques were used to train it. For example, the triplet (W, R L , ¬R B ) shows that the network has been trained with wavelet inputs, a residual connection from the input to the output and regular convolutional blocks. Fig. 1 illustrates, on each row, the two variations for each parameter.
All networks consists of 12 convolutional layers, having 64 convolutional kernel of size 3 × 3 except the last channel which has the same number of 3 × 3 kernels as the number of output channels in the input. We train all the networks using a single dataset: DIV2K [17] . It contains 800 high-resolution images and their corresponding low-resolution images with 2x, 3x, and 4x downsampling factors. We validate on another set of 100 images provided by DIV2K. Similar to [11] , we use the Haar wavelet transform to generate wavelet inputs. The decompositions are generated in each color channel separately. We use the same training strategy for each network. We use L2 loss for all networks and Adam optimizer for training. The initial learning rate is set to 0.001 and is decayed by a factor of 10 after every 30 epochs. The training uses batches of size 64 × 64. All the networks are trained for 100 epochs and tested on the epoch that records the smallest loss on the validation set. Finally, the networks are initialized using Xavier [18] , we set the same seed for all the networks to reduce variations due to random starts. 
Image Quality
For evaluating and comparing different networks, we use five datasets, namely: BSDS100 [19] , Set5 [20] , Set14 [21] , Urban100 [22] , and Manga109 [23] . Set5, Set14, and BSDS100 consist of natural scenes; Urban100 is more challenging as it contains a larger amount of details in urban areas (e.g., highrise buildings with multiple small windows); and Manga109 is a dataset of Japanese manga consisting of synthetic non-natural images with fewer high frequency details than natural images. They all have as many images as their name indicates. All images are downsampled and upsampled using MATLAB's bicubic interpolation implementation. We evaluate the super resolved images with two commonly used image quality metrics: PSNR and SSIM [24] . Table 1 shows the results of all the networks evaluated on the previously mentioned datasets. The brightness of red show, per row, the statistical difference in means relative to the highest performing architecture, with darker colors signifying a larger difference.
First, a series of t-tests were conducted to compare the bicubic output against all other architectures over all the datasets. The adopted t-test is the paired-sample (or dependent sample) t-test, as the objective is to evaluate the statistical significance of the difference in means of PSNR and SSIM. All but one tests concluded a significant difference between the bicubic upsampled images and the network outputs. The smallest difference observed was between bicubic and (S, ¬R L , ¬R B ) with t psnr = 3.92, p psnr = 1 × 10 −5 and t ssim = 4.98, p ssim = 7 × 10 −7 . Therefore, the row (Urban x3) where bicubic upsampling results have better PSNR values than networks outputs is not statistically significant.
Over all the datasets, networks trained without residual learning ¬R L or blocks ¬R B did not achieve any top performance in comparison to other networks. This shows that any sort of residual connections can improve the performance of super resolution neural networks irrelevant of the modality of the input.
The network with residual learning and no residual blocks (S, R L , ¬R B ) achieves the best performance on the majority of the test datasets, both in PSNR and SSIM scores. Comparing architecture pairs that only differ with respect to the residual connection (R L vs. ¬R L ), the t-test shows that residual connections have a statistically significant impact on the performance of super resolution neural networks; t psnr = 4.45, p psnr = 5 × 10 −4 and t ssim = 7.11, p ssim = 5 × 10 −6 .
Additionally, comparing networks where only the input changes between S and W, we find that the average performances across all datasets are very similar with PSNR W = 26.15 and PSNR S = 26.09, and SSIM W = 0.798 and SSIM S = 0.797. Ttests conducted on pairs of networks with different inputs show that there is no statistically significant difference between their results; t psnr = 1.91, p psnr = 0.07 and t ssim = 1.02, p ssim = 0.31.
Furthermore, to illustrate the performance of each architecture, we present the average PSNR on the validation set in Fig. 2 per epoch. Networks with either a residual connection R L or residual blocks R B show superior performance in convergence and training stability. Inversely, there are instabilities in the training of networks without any residual learning due to the difficulty of learning the more complex manifold of natural high-resolution images. Comparing networks trained on spatial and wavelet inputs, we find that there is no significant difference in their evolution during training. Finally, in 
Memory and Computational Complexity
Given that RGB and wavelet inputs show comparable performance, we evaluate memory and computational complexity of the different architectures with an NVIDIA Titan X GPU (12G Memory). Table 2 shows the memory usage and the average running time per image of the networks on the validation set, computed on 91 images with size of 1024 × 1024. Note that as the size of RGB inputs in width and height is twice larger than their wavelet representations, their corresponding feature maps occupy four times more memory than their spatial counterparts. Additionally, the smaller feature maps allow for faster convolutions and thus networks with wavelet inputs process images faster than those with spatial inputs. Finally, if we compare networks that differ only in R B , we find that those with residual blocks are consistently slower at processing images due to the extra computational costs of adding features maps at the end of every residual block. 
PixelShuffle Residual Network
Typically, super resolution neural networks take images as input that have the same resolution than the output, therefore, intermediate convolution layers operate at HR scale. Given an upsampling scale r, the computational cost of applying a convolution on the HR image is r 2 times that of applying it on the LR image. PixelShuffle [13] (PS) is an upsampling method introduced to allow for efficient convolutions in LR followed by a pixel reshuffling that transfers information from the features dimension to the spatial dimensions. Prior to a PS layer, convolutions output LR feature maps of dimension H ×W ×C · r 2 . PS then reshuffles the pixels to obtain HR feature maps of shape rH × rW × C. An illustration of the upsampling done with PS is shown in Fig. 4 . The PS layer can be modelled as PS(T ) x,y,c = T x/r , y/r ,C·r· mod (y,r)+C· mod (x,r)+c (1) where T is the input feature map and x, y, and c are the pixel indices in T . We propose to use a combination of convolutions with stride r > 1 and PS in the residual blocks to alleviate the computational and memory complexity. In Fig. 5 we compare the original residual blocks and the building blocks of our proposed ShuffleNet. In both illustrations, x l and x l+1 have similar width w, height h and number of channels c. In the original residual blocks, the intermediate feature maps have the same dimensions as x l . In our proposed block, the first convolution has stride r > 1. The intermediate layers will have a width of w r and a height of h r . The second convolution will output r 2 channels with these reduced dimensions, which will be expanded by PS to match the size x l before addition. In this block, the intermediate representations occupy less memory. We train ShuffleNet using the same training strategy as the previous networks. We compare the performance on the datasets with the best network architecture (R L , ¬R B ) in both spatial and wavelet domain. The results are shown in Table 3 . From the average performances access all datasets: PSNR S (ShuffleNet)= 26.17, PSNR S ((R L , ¬R B ))= 26.25, PSNR W (ShuffleNet)= 26.09, PSNR W ((R L , ¬R B ))= 26.19, we find that ShuffleNet achieves comparable results. Moreover, ShuffleNet is able to reduce the GPU memory usage. For super-resolving a 1024 × 1024 image, it requires only 3492MB for spatial image input or 900MB for wavelets representation input, while (R L , ¬R B ) requires 5432MB and 1460MB, respectively. Thus we can effectively reduce the network size while still retaining the same performance by using ShuffleNet.
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Conclusion
We present a comparative study on wavelets and residuals in deep super resolution. We show that super resolution networks achieve a higher performance and converge faster using residual connections. Additionally, we don't find a significant impact between using spatial or wavelet inputs. However, wavelet inputs reduce the memory requirements of the network. Lastly, it is good to note that all current super resolution neural networks are trained on bicubic downsampling and upsampling. This does not actually fit a real camera model, and as such the networks are learning to reverse the degradation incurred on the image. This is also another explanation of the performance of the residual networks, as they are in fact trying to learn this degradation compared to nonresidual networks who learn the natural image space. Finally, we propose a new network architecture for spatial image input based on PixelShuffle that reduces the memory requirements of residual blocks, and demonstrate empirically that it still achieves competitive super resolution results despite the memory reduction.
